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Abstract
We

of

report on a determination of the parity nonconserving (PNC) matrix element in the bound parity doublet f--y’
The experiment was carried out at the GSI, Darmstadt and LNL, Legnaro laboratories. The recoil-mass-separated

“‘Tc.

radioactive beam of ‘“Tc nuclei in the y- isomer, following a fusion-evaporation reaction, was polarized by the tilted-foil
method and the resulting O”-180” y asymmetry with respect to the induced polarization direction was measured by two
large-volume Ge detectors. The measured y asymmetry of 3-u significance, A, = 8.4( 2.7) . 10m4, yields a matrix element

of I( ~IHFncj y)I

= 0.59( 19) (25) meV. This experimental result is compared to microscopic calculations based on the
DDH “best value” interaction for the nuclear weak Hamiltonian. We discuss our results and their significance with respect
to the existing data regarding PNC effects in bound nuclear systems.
I’4C.S. 2l.lO.Ky:

2l.lO.P~:

23.40.H~

The $!- isomeric level of 9”Tc has a y’ partner at
a separation of only 300 eV [ 1,2]. The isomer decays
to a 7’

state through a mixed M2/E3 transition.

-____
’ Permanent

Any

address: Department of Particle Physics, Weizmann

contribution of the opposite parity !$’ state would
lead to an E2 admixture to the transition whose intrinsic transition matrix element is larger by a factor of
N 1000 than M2 and E3. For a polarized sample of the
isomer, the mixed parity component in the transition
introduces
a PI (cos 13) term in the angular distribution
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with respect to the direction of polarization, yielding
a O”-I 80’ asymmetry A, of the decay y-rays. The
detection of this small asymmetry and its implication
for establishing and understanding
PNC in a bound
nuclear system is the subject of this publication.
Parity nonconservation
originates at the most fundamental level from the weak currents mediated by
the exchange of the W and Z bosons. PNC in nuclei
was the first place where the nonstrangeness-changing
sector of the standard weak-interaction
model was
observed [3]. Nuclear PNC is usually interpreted
in terms of the underlying nucleon-nucleon
(NN)
PNC interaction. Theoretical “best value” strengths
of NN PNC interactions were established by Desplanques, Donoghue and and Holstein (DDH) [4]
and their hadronic model dependence has been investigated [ 4,5].
In order to experimentally establish the strengths of
the isoscalar (IS), isovector (IV) and isotensor (IT)
components of the NN PNC interaction, it is important to compare results from NN scattering with those
from nuclear bound states. The interpretation of the
results for the nuclear bound states depends upon accurate nuclear-structure calculations. For a few nuclei,
such as lsF and 19F, much of the nuclear-structure uncertainty can be removed by comparison to the analogue axial-charge beta decays [ 3 3, and in general for
light nuclei large-scale shell-model calculations can
he carried out [ 3,6]. The upper limit for the empirical strength of the IV component found from light
nuclei [6] is a factor of three smaller than the DDH
“best value” based upon the SU( 3) quark model plus
penguin-diagram
corrections. This is surprising because it is this component which was predicted to be
enhanced by the neutral current, Z-boson, contribution which is unique to the nonstrangeness changing
PNC [4]; never-the-less,
it is still within the range
allowed hy hadronic models [ 41.
There are a number of cases, such as in ‘*‘Hf [ 71,
where nuclear PNC has been observed, but where the
interpretation is limited by the uncertainties in the nuclear wave functions [ 31. Recently, large PNC effects
in low-energy neutron scattering have been observed,
and the interpretation of the results for these compound nucleus states has focused on the nuclear manybody “enhancement” factor [ 81. All bound-state cases
studied to date are thought to he dominated by the
“one-body” nuclear mechanism which originates from

a coherent average of the NN PNC interaction over all
core nucleons and which yields single-particle matrix
elements (t,jlV&If
- 1,j) on the order of one eV
The case of 9”Tc presents a unique situation. The
structure of the nuclei with 50 neutrons (N = 50)
including 9’Tc are well described by shell-model
wave functions [9,10], and thus reasonable nuclearstructure calculations can be carried out, although not
at the same level of completness as those for light
nuclei. It is different from the cases studied in light
nuclei because it is a high-spin doublet and because
there is (in the simplest model) no “one-body” component - it is entirely two-body. In particular, we will
show below that the 93Tc PNC is particularly sensitive
to the isotensor component of the NN PNC potential.
A full description of the essentials of the experiments, including the method of tilted-foil polarization
of separated isomer beams can be found in Ref. [ I I 1.
We briefly summarize the salient points. The energy
level spectrum of 9”Tc is shown in Fig. I. The close
proximity
of
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Experiments were carried out at the SHIP velocity
ltlter of Gesellschaft fur Scherionenforschung
(GSI)
( I run) and the recoil mass spectrometer (RMS) of
the L.aboratori Nazionali di Legnaro (LNL) (2 runs).
The results of the GSI run have been published previously in Ref. [ I I]. The 9’Tc isomers were produced
using the reactions “4Sc (52Cr, 2p2n)9”Tc (GSI) and
‘sCu(“‘S. 2p2n) ‘“Tc (LNL). A schematic view of
both the GSI and the LNL experiments is shown in
Figs. 2. In both cases, a heavy-ion reaction populates
I he !G- isomer. A target wheel (GSI) or eccentric rotation device (LNL) allows an intense particle beam
to be focused on the target without thermal damage.
.A velocity-filter/recoil
mass-separator separates and
transfers 9’Tc isomers to the focal-plane area where

they are polarized by a tilted multi-foil array and consequently stopped in a perturbation-free
Pb stopper.
The parameters of the RMS (SHIP) were adjusted for
maximum transmission of 9”Tc nuclei to the Pb stopper by monitoring the separated particles in a positionsensitive detector placed at the entrance to the foil
stack and by counting isomer y lines. A Si particle
detector was placed at the position of the Pb stopper to check the energy of 93Tc nuclei after their passage through the foils. Decay y-rays were detected
at 0” and 180” to the induced-polarization
direction
by two large-volume Ge detectors placed to the left
and the right of the isomer beam. As already mentioned in Ref. [ 1 I 1, this arrangement allows for very
clean y spectra, a very intense beam on target (high
production rate) and negligible heat deposition in the
foils. In all three runs we have used 16 foils of about
3pg/cm2 of collodion with a N 3pglcm2 layer of C
evaporated on the exit surface. The foils were tilted by
70” with respect to the isomer-beam direction. There
are a number of differences in the experimental conditions at GSI and LNL but the important features the isomer entrance velocity to the foil stack ( via the
use of an energy degrader at GSI) and the structure
of the stack - are very similar and so one expects the
isomer polarization and the front-to-back asymmetry
in the gamma angular distribution to be similar.
In order to provide a measurement that is independent of the relative efficiency of the two detectors and
beam-curent fluctuations, the direction of polarization
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where (rr), (Ir) refer to counts in the right (left)
detector for right-polarized isomers etc.
The coefficient A, is then measured by the ratio:
W(r)
-=W(O)

parameters

of the experimental

while

the top view

arrangement

are shown.

presented is common to

both.

used at both GSI and LNL.

was switched every 5 minutes by rotating the foil stack
by 180” and the double ratio DR was recorded:

DR=

The various components

between the GSI and LNL experimental

1 -A,
I +A,

The interaction of the foil stack with the isomer
beam (scattering, absorption) can give rise to artifacts
in the DR. Due to the complete left-right symmetry in
the design of the apparatus one would expect asymmetries to arise only perpendicular to the beam-gamma
detector plane with no component along the right-left
axis as in Eq. (2); however, small angular misalignments cannot be avoided and contribute a small component of the inherently up-down asymmetry to the
right-left DR [ I 11.

There are two possible sources of y radiations that
can lead to artifact DR’s: a) the stopper: scattering in
the tilted foils will lead to an asymmetric beam spot
which rotates with the foils, and b) the foil stack (if
the absorber in Fig. 2 is not thick enough to effectively
shield the detectors from the stack) ; isomers stopped
in the foils or - after scattering - in the frames will
in general be asymmetrically located. The artifact DR
can be monitored by other isomer lines in the y spectrum.
To derive the true DR we form a triple ratio:

TR(i)

DR( i)
= _
DR(i # 751)

where i goes over all isomer lines in the spectrum
and DR( i f 751) is the average DR of all isomer
lines excluding 75 1 keV. As all other isomer lines (except the 751 keV) do not exhibit a PNC asymmetry,
the TR( 75 1) eliminates the (small) effects mentioned
above. The A, parameter defined above is thus:

M. Has

et al. /Physics
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A

=
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We present here results of three runs, one at GSI
and two at LNL in 1994 and 1995. Fig. 3 presents the
gamma spectrum of the last LNL run.
The I362 keV line (see Fig. 3) of the 2.1 h decay
of 9’Tc was used to monitor, after the run, the deposition of 97Tc on the Pb stopper, the foil stack and the
entrance collimator, and it was established that of the
1”s reaching the Ge detectors only a very small fraction originated in locations other than the Pb stopper.
The double and triple ratios of the isomer lines in
the spectrum (average of all three runs) are shown in
Fig. 4 and in Table 1. We would like to emphasize
that the raw double ratios of the GSI and the LNL
I uns are all close to unity; hence, the renormalization
associated with forming TR( i) is small - demonstrat-

ing the quality and validity of the procedure discussed
above. The resulting TR’s are consistent and the average value for the totality of the data is: 1 - TR( 75 I ) =
1.68(55).
10-s and A, = 8.4(2.7).
10p4.
An estimate for the polarization
under identical experimental conditions has been obtained in a
quadrupole interaction measurement for the 8+ isomer of 92Mo in Rochester [ 121. This has yielded the
value:
p/ = 0.15(3)
The geometric attenuation coefficient in all three
runs was -0.85. With these values we derive the PNC
matrix element from ( 1) as:

I(!$IHr,..\F)]

=0.59(

19)(25)

meV
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as defined in the text of Isomer lines (‘jTc and ‘lRu. see Fig. 3). The values plotted represent an
All TR(I) except TR(751)
are consistent with unity, as expected. The error bars

three runs (one at GSI and two at LNL).

include the error on the individual TR for each line and the (small)
a\ it forms a barely-resolved
Table
Double

error on i%( i # 75 I ) The

ISI6

keV line from ““Tc is not included

triplet of lines with other radioactive transitions.

I
and triple ratios of isomer lines for all three runs. The last column presents the final average over the three runs of the triple ratios.

Y energy
(kCV)

LNL( I )

GSI
DR(I)

TR(I)

DR(i)

m(i)

LNL( 2)
DR(i)

TR( i)

TR(i)

5441 “‘Ru)

0.9990(

I .0004( 13)

O-9965( 12)

1.0017( 12)

0.9989(

13)

1.0010( 13)

629(“‘Tc)

1.0002(8)

l.O0160(8S)

0.9993(9)

0.9996(9)

0.9990(

IO)

I .0002(

71 I(“‘Tc)

0.9990( 5 )

I .0004(

6)

0.9944(6)

0.99970(65)

0.9982(7)

7Sl(“‘Tc)

0.9963(9)

0.9977( 9)

0.9936(9)

0.9989(9)

0.9972(

0.9970(

0.9956(

0.9992(

1392(“‘Ru)

0.9956(

IJ32(“Tc)

0.9975(6)

13)

14)

0.99893(

14)
6.5)

14)

0.9949(6)

where the errors shown tare he statistical error and the
error associated with the nuclear physics parameters
and polarization p/ value (Eq. ( 1 ) ), respectively.
Preparations are currently in progress for an experiment which will have about a ten times higher count
rate. This will he achieved by the use of the newly
constructed cluster y detectors and improvements in
the transport of both the primary 32S beam and the
“‘Tc beam.
It is interesting to compare our present result with
previous measurements involving other nuclear levels

I .00083(

14)

1.00018(65)

IO)

1.00107(73)

I .OOOSS(
53)
38 )

0.99930(75)

0.99989(

IO)

0.9984(

IO)

0.99833(

54)

16)

I .0004( 16)

0.99933(

84

1.00030(75)

0.99977 (39)

0.9992( 7)

1

(Table 2). The most experimentally convincing (highest accuracy) case of a PNC effect in the decay of a
bound nuclear level is the case of the 8- K isomer
in 18’Hf [ 71. The complex structure of this K isomer
precludes a quantitative theoretical analysis leading to
conclusions about NN PNC, since it is virtually impossible to compute the overlap of Hpnc with the If =
8-,K = 8) and If = 8 +, K = 0) wave functions. It
is presumably also this complex structure of the isomer which gives rise to the extremely large hindrance
factor for the transition which made the measurement
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Table 2

1and

Summary of PNC measurements in bound nuclear systems. Data for this table are taken from Adelberger and Haxton 13
therein. The “3Tc figure is the result of the present experiment. A recent measurements by Zeps et al.
of 0+-O+
--

levels in t4N yields: (Hr,,)=O.38(28)

Nucleus
1°F

I+o+/o-

28 ps

Measurement

39 keV

Pu = 8(39)

I IO

A, = -7.4(

10-s

I /P/I

?lNc

l/2+/1/2-

IlOps

‘““Hf

8+/8-

7.S h

57 keV

A, = I .66(0.18)

‘“Tc

4+/+-

IS /.Ls

0.3 keV

A, = 7.7(2.6)

853

ps

keV

5.7 keV

I .9)

Pv = 80( 140).

possible.
In contrast to ‘*‘Hf, the 9”Tc isomer has a more
transparent structure of 5 valence protons outside the
@Sr core. We have carried out calculations based
upon the “best-value” PNC interaction of Desplanques, Donoghue and and Holstein (DDH) [4]. The
results in Table 3 are broken down into four isoscalar
( IS). live isovector (IV) and two isotensor (IT)
components each of which is labeled by the particular meson-nuclear
coupling constant to which it is
proportional. The method of calculation including the
description of the short-range correlations is the same
as used in Refs. [6] and [ 141. Harmonic-oscillator
radial wave functions with tiw = 8.7 MeV are used.
PNC matrix elements between single-particle
states
which have the same j value but different C values
pick up a coherent (one-body)
contribution
from
all occupied orbitals and tend to be the terms which
dominate PNC observables in light and heavy nuclei.
The case of 9’Tc is unique in this regard because this
one-body contribution is not allowed by the dominant
I pl j? and Og9/2 valence wave functions.
Model A is the simple lpi/2-Og9/2 model space
used by Morrison and McKellar [ 151. We used the
“{eniority-conserving”
interaction of Glockner and
Serduke [ 91. The Morrison-McKellar
calculations
use the PNC interaction of Desplanques and Missimer
(DM) which is somewhat older than DDH. But the
DM and DDH PNC interactions are similar and the
results given in Table 3 (with a total 5.5 meV) are
close to those obtained by Morrison and McKellar
hoth are nearly an order of magnitude larger than
the value obtained in the present experiment. We note
that the IV terms are small in Model A since the
dominant pion-exchange
contribution
(IV, ) has an
isospin structure which vanishes for T = I two-body

Enhancement

PI

1°F

/2-

on the unbound

references

parity doublet

eV.
AE

r(-)

I I3 I

lO-5
IO-*
lO-J

Table

II2

590

II

380 (100)

296

530

-0.7

lO-5

(Hpnc)
meV
meV

meV

0.72

2.10”

l.O(O.1)

-0.15

2000

O.S9(0.19)

PeV
meV

3

PNC matrix elements (in units of meV).
Term

Model

(0)

ISI

-&$A,

IS2

-@b”

(

1%

-RohlJ” (

,+

Xl,)

I + X.5)

-gw h;;”

ZiISj
[VI

.fnhrNN

IV2

-gph;”

IV7

-gph;“(l

- ,q&,,”
+xrl

-&J*i,“(
IV4

(0
RdQ3

-

&J,JJ )

ZilV,
ITI

-g&’
-gph;”

xitTi

c

B

C

D

3.05

2.39

0.40

0.35

0.17
0.42

0.28

0.22

0.20

0.20

0.18

0.0

3.93

3.14

0.80

I

0

0

0.13

0.1 I

0.07

0.22

0.17

0.1s

0.0 I

-4.36

I + ,yF)

-sph;

IT2

A

( I + x,x)

0

0

-0.06

0

0

-0.07

0.35

0.28

-4.26

0.13

0.12

0.14

I .os

0.82

I.10

I.18

0.94

I .26

5.46

4.36

-2.20

-4.33

I .02

-3.30

configurations. The PNC observables in light nuclei
are consistent with an IS contribution which is 0.5 to
1.2 times the DDH best-value [ 61. If we were to take
the lower value of 0.5, the total PNC matrix element
of 3.5 meV is still much larger than experiment. The
isotensor contribution (IT) is usually small compared
to the IS and IV terms since it does not contribute
the the one-body PNC matrix element. In addition,
the IT contribution does not contribute to ‘*F and 19F
because of isospin selection rules and in the case if
14N it turns out to be small [ 161. The case of 9’Tc
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is thus the first which we are aware of where the experimental PNC matrix element is comparable to the
size of the expected IT contribution.
We now consider Model B where the model space
ib enlarged to include Ofs,2, Ip?;r, lpljl and Ogy/2.
We have calculated the PNC matrix elements in the
full Model B space with the strong interaction of Ji
and Wildenthal [ IO]. The results for the “Tc PNC
matrix element given in Table 3 are not very different
from the Model A results and are still much larger
than experiment.
We next examine the effects beyond the space of
Model B. The most important excitations to consider
arc: (a) ls,jz + 1p1/2, (b) Ip,/? + 2s,/2 and (c)
ago,:,
8_ - Ohg,?. These are important because even
though the amplitude may be small. in each case the
PNC matrix element picks up a coherent contribution from all of the core nucleons. We have made an
explicit calculation of contribution (b) by enlarging
Model A to include the 2s,/2 orbital and then allowing one nucleon to be excited into this orbital (Model
C). Following again the formalism of Refs. [ 141
and [6], all of the terms discussed above including
the summation over the core nucleons are explicitly
taken into account. The model space and interaction
are described in [ 171. In Table 3 we give the results
obtained from this calculation. We indeed find a large
change in the two PNC matrix elements, ISI and IV,,
which contribute to the coherent core summation. The
additional contribution to ISI cancels with the zeroth
order two-body term. The change in IV, brings in
a new IV contribution. The other PNC operators, in
particular the isotensor operator, do not contribute to
the core summation and thus are not much effected by
the 2s1/? admixtures. We are not able to calculate the
cffccts of contributions
(a) and (c), however, they
should be less important. Contribution
(a) should
be smaller than (b) because the Ipl/2 is most filled
and the IsI/? -+ lp,/? excitations are thus blocked.
Contribution (c) should be smaller than (b) because
the 0go,2 proton orbital is not completely tilled and
because the 0g9,2-0h9/2 energy denominator is larger
due to the spin-orbit splitting.
Model B and Model C are two independent enlargements of the simplest Mode1 A. Since the enlargements
are both relatively small in amplitude, in the spirit of
perturbation theory, we should add the changes obtained from both together. Thus we arrive at the final

Letters B 371 (1996) 25-33

results labeled Model D in Table 3 which are obtained
by MD = MA -t [MEI - MA] 4- [ hfc - MA], where
M are the PNC matrix elements. The total Model D
value of (IS+IV+IT)=(
0.0 - 4.3 + 1.O)= -3.3 meV
changes sign from Model A but is still larger in magnitude than experiment. However, as mentioned in the
introduction, in light nuclei it has been found that the
IV term is experimentally
strongly suppressed from
the DDH value. If we were to reduce the IV contribution by the empirical factor of 0.1520. IS found
for light nuclei [6], then the total value would be
[ IS+IV+IT] =[ 0.0 - (0.6 10.6) + I .O] = -0.2 to I .O
meV in agreement with experiment. It appears that the
PNC matrix element may be dominated by the isotensor term, but the theoretical uncertainties in the IS and
IV terms must be considered more carefully. In particular, second-order effects, such as the excitation of
two neutrons across the N = 50 closed shell, should
be examined.
One might check the calculation by looking at the
El strength between the 17/2- and 17/2+ levels. This
is not known in 93T~ but is known for the similar pair
of levels in 9sRh [9] where one finds the extremely
hindered value of B(EI) = 6.9. 10p9. All El matrix
elements are zero in Models A and B. Beyond Model
B, the El strength depends on many more excitations
than are important for the PNC matrix element (e.g.
IPY/~ + Id+
IPI/Z + I d?iz, etc.). Unfortunately, a
calculation which includes all of the excitations which
are important for the El matrix elements (including
the complete set of excitations which are necessary to
remove the spurious states) is much beyond the scope
of the present calculations.
In summary, we find that the PNC calculation fol
93Tc leads to potentially interesting conclusions when
compared with the small experimental value. The PNC
matrix element obtained in the simplest lp1/2-Og~/2
model space is in itself very stable and much larger
than the experimental value. Small admixtures of other
orbitals strongly change the result for the IS and IV
contributions. The isotensor contribution can be reliably calculated and, compared to other PNC observables, gives a large contribution compared with the
experimental value. Agreement with experiment is improved if the IV DDH strength is reduced as observed
for light nuclei.
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